LOWER INTERMEDIATE ANSWERS – Worksheets 5 - 10
WS5. CULTURE (Food) – Webquest
1. He knew that he could get coca cola anywhere in the world.
2. He didn’t know how to ask for food. / He didn’t know what food to ask for.
3. “Mate, this is the best bloody pie in Australia.”
4. blood
5. a bloody pie
6. tomato sauce
7. bloody
WS6. CULTURE (Weddings) – Webquest
1. October – December
2. European
3. a red dress with a yellow head dress
4. yes
…
7. The ancient Greeks believed that a vein in the third finger of the left had was
connected to the heart.
8. the swapping of souls between the bride and the groom
WS7. HAVE YOU EVER … ? - Dialogue
Focus on the use of have in the answers with have omitted in an extended positive
answer. (Yes, I played tennis when I was young.’ rather than ‘Yes, I have played tennis
when I was young.)
Also look at the form of the verb in the negative with but. (No, but I’ve eaten yabbies.)
WS8. HOBBIES - Discussion
no answers
WS9. JOBS – Discussion
no answers
WS10. LIVING IN AUSTRALIA (Water Safety) – Webquest
1.
a. no gear
c. board rescue
b. tube rescue
d. IRB / boat rescue
Possible answers:
The third picture shows a life saver using a surfboard to rescue someone.
The fourth picture shows two life savers using a boat to rescue someone.
2. 500,000
3. a. T b. T c. T d. T e. T f. T
Possible answers:
If I were caught in a rip, I’d stay calm.
… , I’d swim at a 45 degree angle across the rip.
… , I’d signal for help.
… , I’d float in the current.
4. a. shirt, sunscreen, hat
b. to prevent skin cancer
c. Yes. Skin cancer has reduced since the campaign was introduced.
d. sunglasses, sunnies
5. a. tentacles
b. sea water
c. vinegar, rubbing alcohol, baking soda
d. with tweezers
e. nausea, vomiting, joint pain, headaches, shortness of breath, stumbling gait
(unsteady walk)

